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Abstract—The emergence of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology has greatly increased the efficiency for
inventory control, supply-chain management and logistics. With
RFID group scanning, an RFID reader scans a collection of RFID
tagged objects to generate a grouping-proof of “simultaneous”
presence. Some shipments may have to be tracked remotely
by readers that are not necessarily trusted. Current solutions,
particularly those supporting anonymity, require readers to be
trusted. In this paper we study RFID group scanning applications
with untrusted readers, and present an anonymous groupingproof of integrity for collections of RFID tagged objects. The
proof can be checked by the verifier (a trusted entity) and the
reader (an untrusted entity) can recover the identifiers of missing
tags, but cannot generate a proof if tags are missing. The protocol
can easily be adapted to get an anonymous RFID grouping code
and is very efficient with just two rounds. We only assume that
tags are able to generate pseudo-random numbers and compute
one-way hash functions.
Index Terms—RFID grouping-proofs, grouping codes, anonymity, missing tag identification, forward error correction, erasure
codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) is an emerging wireless communication technology that has stimulated numerous
innovative applications in several fields such as inventory
control, supply-chain management and logistics, as well as
identify new research challenges and opportunities. A typical RFID deployment has three main components: i) tags
or transponders, which are electronic data storage devices
attached to objects to be identified; ii) readers or interrogators,
that manage tag population, read data from and write data to
tags; and iii) a back-end server, the verifier, which is a trusted
entity that exchanges tag information with the readers and
processes data according to specific task applications. Most
RFID tags are passive and do not have power of their own
but get the energy needed to operate from an RFID reader.
Passive tags are inactive until activated by the electromagnetic
field generated by a reader tuned to their frequency.
Although initial designs of RFID systems focused on performance reliability with less attention paid to resilience and security, the technology has now found use in many applications
that require the implementation of security mechanisms that: i)
take into account features such as the vulnerability of the radio
channel, the constrained power of devices, the low-cost and
limited functionality of tags and the request-response operation

mode; and ii) make them resistant to privacy/confidentiality
threats, malicious traceability and loss of data integrity. The
recently ratified EPC Gen2v2 standard confirms this interest
in security [1].
When RFID technology is used for supply-chain management, concerns regarding the monitoring of tags and transfer
of ownership or control of tags need to be addressed. If the
transfer is permanent, or even temporal, ownership transfer
protocols can be used [2], [3]. However there are cases when
the owner does not want to cede control, even though this may
be temporal. For example, a manufacturer may use services
provided by a carrier who, in turn, uses other carriers to transport products. In such cases it is desirable that the owner can
periodically check the integrity of a shipment via the carrier.
This requirement is referred to as group scanning, and involves
multiple tags generating a grouping-proof of “simultaneous”
presence in the range of an RFID reader [4], [5].
There are several practical scenarios where grouping-proofs
can substantially expand the capabilities of RFID-based systems. For example, some products may need to be shipped
together and one may want to track their progress through
the supply-chain—e.g., hardware components of a system or
kits. A different scenario would involve enforcement of safety
regulations requiring that drugs be shipped, or dispensed, with
information leaflets. More generally, grouping-proofs can be
used to check the integrity of pallet shipments.
Our contribution: Despite considerable research interest,
many of the proposed RFID grouping-proofs make assumptions that are not practical (e.g. RFID readers are trusted or
tag singularization is omitted), and there are still some aspects
that, as far as we know, have not been discussed. Most RFID
protocols in the literature leak some privacy information. For
example, the adversary can learn the number of tags that take
part in the protocol and the order in which tags reply. With
grouping-proofs these problems are related to tag-chaining
in [6] where, each tag in the group authenticates a message
coming from t a previous tag in the chain. In this paper,
after defining clearly our design criteria, we address these two
problems and describe a two-pass grouping-proof that allows
an untrusted reader to identify missing tags, and if the group
is complete, to compile a grouping-proof of integrity that the
verifier can check. More specifically, we present an anonymous
RFID grouping-proof of integrity for a collection of tagged

objects that supports tag privacy (in particular, untraceability)
such that:
a) Only the verifier (a trusted entity) can check the proof.
b) The verifier can authorise an untrusted reader to inspect
the group and identify any missing tagged objects.
c) The authorization is for one only inspection, and the tags
are untraceable while the group is not inspected.
d) The reader cannot generate a grouping-proof for a group
with missing tags.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we review the literature for RFID grouping-proofs and RFID
grouping codes. In Section III we discuss RFID groupingproof deployments, specifications, requirements and the threat
model. In Section IV we discuss our objectives and present
an anonymous RFID grouping-proof of integrity with missing
tag identification. In Section V we discuss the security aspects.
We conclude in Section VI by summarizing our main results.

Peris-Lopez et al. [6] found other security flaws in these
protocols and proposed guidelines for securing them as well
as a yoking-proof protocol (for two tags). More recently, Liu
et al. [4] proposed a grouping-proof for distributed RFID
applications with trusted readers. This proof is vulnerable to
de-synchronization and privacy leaks [14].
While grouping-proofs provide integrity evidence for complete groups of tags, they do not address incomplete groups, in
particular, they do not provide any information about missing
tags. In 2012 Sato et al. [15] proposed a grouping code that
makes it possible to find the identifiers of all tags of a
group including missing tags, without requiring a packaging list or an external database. The code uses information
previously encoded on each tag to determine if all the tags
are present and if not, the identities of the missing tags.
Such forward error correction mechanisms can increase the
operating speed and reduce cost when it is difficult to access
a database with the corresponding information. The Sato et
al. grouping codes are based on Gallager low-density parity
check (LDPC) codes [16]. However the randomised nature
of Gallager LDPC codes makes it difficult to get specific
decoding guarantees. To address this issue, Su et al. [17]
proposed a LDPC variant that uses strongly selective families
(SSF). Another approach, also based on SSF, is proposed
in [18] to provide unequal protection to the tags. To improve
on these codes, Su and Tonguz [19] proposed a variant
that uses the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) to construct
non-regular generating matrices. This non-regularity makes it
difficult to find general expressions for decoding guarantees.
Another modification proposed by Su [20] uses resolvable
transversal designs (RTD) to generate parity-check matrices
and group splitting to improve performance. Finally Mabrouk
and Couderc [21] propose an RFID grouping code that is based
on Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. However the size of the blocks
and the partitioning of the redundancy is not optimal.

II. BACKGROUND

III. G ROUPING -P ROOFS & D ESIGN C RITERIA

Fig. 1. An untrusted Carrier can identify any missing objects in a pallet and,
when the group of tags is complete, compile a grouping-proof of integrity
that the Owner can verify.

Ari Juels introduced in 2004 the security context of a new
RFID application—which he called a yoking-proof [7], that
generates evidence of simultaneous presence of two tags in
the range of an RFID reader. The first protocol was later
found to be insecure [8], [9] but, group scanning triggered considerable interest in the research community. Yoking-proofs
were extended to grouping-proofs in which multiple tags
prove simultaneous presence in the range of an RFID reader—
see e.g. [10]. Burmester et al. presented in [11] a protocol
that achieved anonymity by using randomized pseudonyms
for the group identifer, and forward-security by updating
the secret keys and the group keys after each session. This
protocol is essentially a proof-of-concept, and not appropriate
for lightweight applications. Huang and Ku [12] presented a
grouping-proof for passive low-cost tags that uses a pseudorandom number generator to authenticate flows and a cyclic
redundancy code to randomize strings. The protocol has several weaknesses, some of which were addressed by Chien
et al. [13] who, in turn, proposed a new grouping-proof.

A. Group-scanning deployments
A typical deployment of an RFID grouping-proof involves
three types of entities.
a) A group of tags G (GoT).
b) A verifying server or simply, verifier: the owner of G.
The owner keeps the digital rights of the tags and knows
the private information stored by the tags.
c) A reader: the carrier whose services are contracted by the
owner. The carrier has physical possession of G and can
access it through its reader(s), but does not control G.
A grouping-proof provides evidence of temporal events that
corroborate the “simultaneous” presence of a GoT. A grouping
proof is generated by the GoT if (completeness) and only if
(soundness) all the tags of the group are simultaneously in
the range of a reader (in practice, within the same interval
window). It is important to note that when symmetric key
cryptography is used, grouping-proofs are not real “proofs”
in the sense that they are not transferable and can only be

Passive UHF tags are the most common for supply-chain applications. They have no power of their own, operate in the far
field, and backscatter communication [22]. Such tags work at
greater distances (than inductive tags) but the delivered power
is low, and therefore lightweight cryptographic tools should
be utilized [23]. However, we can assume that tags are able
to perform basic symmetric-key cryptographic operations such
as selecting pseudo-random numbers and evaluating a pseudorandom function. On-board clocks are beyond the capabilities
of most tags, but the activity time span of a tag during a single
session can be limited using techniques such as measuring
the discharge rate of capacitors [7]. By contrast readers and
verifiers/servers are able to perform complex cryptographic
operations.

st = (150 − 120)/15 = 2 missing tags. In this case 4 bits
are sufficient for control information. In total 124 bits are
needed for the extended tag identifiers. For larger groups,
say with nt = 100 tags and up to st = 60 missing tags,
we can use RS(2000, 800) over GF (212 ): in this case the
k/ng = 8 symbols = 12 bytes of the tag identifiers IDi are
extended to n/ng = 20 symbols = 30 bytes, and 20 bits are
sufficient for control information (4 bits for the value of m
and 2 bytes for the value of ng —up to 256 tags, and the order
of the tag). In total an additional 15 × 8 + 4 = 124 bits are
needed to recover up to 60% of missing tags.1
Note that optimal codes are costly when n is large: encoding
and decoding have quadratic complexity. However for our
applications the number of tags and missing tags is typically
small, and the computational complexity is born the RFID
readers for which there are no computational or memory constraints, as opposed to RFID tags that are severely constrained
in memory, communication and number of computations.

C. Erasure codes

D. Threat Model for RFID systems

validated by those who share the private keys used to generate
them.
B. Capabilities of group-scanning parties

Let Fq be a finite field of order q, q = pm , p a prime, m
a positive integer. A q-ary (n, k, s) erasure code is a linear
forward error correction code that encodes source (input) data
x = (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Fkq to encoded data y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) ∈ Fnq ,
in such a way that the source data can be recovered if no
more than s blocks yi ∈ Fq are missing. In a systematic code
the source data is embedded in the encoded data. Typically,
yi = xi , for i = 1, . . . , k. We must have s ≤ n−k (Singelton
bound); the optimal case s = (n−k) is reached with Maximum
Distance Separable (MDS) codes. The most common MDS
codes are the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes that are cyclic over
Fq , q = pm > n, with minimum distance d = n−k +1 (s = d−1).
In our protocol in Section IV we shall use an RS(n, k)
code over F2m , 2 ≤ m ≤ 16 (according to RFC 6865 [24]),
to encode the identifiers (id1 , . . . , idng ) of ng RFID tags so
that we can recover up to st = (n−k)/(n/ng ) identifiers of
missing tags. For this application the source data x = id1 k
· · · kidng is an ng ℓ bit string, where ℓ is the binary length of
the identifiers idi . We rearrange x into k blocks xi ∈ F2m
(depending on the implementation, some blocks xi can be
padded with zeros if necessary). Then x is encoded to get
an RS codeword (y1 , . . . , yn ), with n/ng blocks stored in the
memory of each tagi , so that we can recover st missing tag
identifiers. These n/ng blocks stored in tagi are denoted by
IDi and provide the identifying information provided by idi
as well as redundancy information that allows to recover the
missing tags.
RS decoding can only be performed if the scanned identifiers yi are ordered correctly, with gaps for the missing values.
For this purpose control information is needed: the identifier
IDi of each tagi is extended to include some extra bits that
define its order i when it was encoded. As an example suppose
that the RS(150, 120) code over GF (28 ) is used with a group
of ng = 10 tags. Then k/ng = 12 bytes are allocated for the tag
identifiers IDi (as required by the EPC Gen2v2 standard [1]),
that are then extended to n/ng = 15 bytes to recover up to

RFID wireless channels are particularly vulnerable because
tags are restricted to lightweight cryptographic protection. We
assume the Byzantine threat model in which the adversary
controls the communication channels, and may eavesdrop,
block, modify and or inject messages in any communication
between tags and readers. In practice reader-tag (forward)
channels are easier to intercept than tag-reader (backward)
channels, since the signal in the latter case is much weaker.
By contrast, the communication channel between high level
entities (i.e. readers and verifiers) is secure since fully-fledged
cryptographic techniques can be used. However, these channels may or may not enjoy continuous connectivity. Thus,
during an interrogation the verifier may be online or offline,
and different solutions for the grouping-proof problem are
required in each case.
Several types of attacks against RFID systems have been
described in the literature. Some are well known on other
platforms. In particular, the adversary may attempt to perform
impersonation, DoS, interleaving and reflection attacks and
other passive or active attacks. The unique aspects of RFID
applications highlight other vulnerabilities such as unauthorized tracking, a privacy concern in which the adversary
tries to trace and/or recognize tags of a group. There are
also attacks on RFID systems that are usually excluded from
the security model used, such as online man-in-the-middle
relay attacks [25] and side channel or power analysis [26]
attacks. In particular, if no distance-bounding mechanism [27]
is used, our protocol in Section IV will be subject to active
attacks that involve relaying flows between tags faster than the
time interval defined by the tag timers. These attacks affect
all RFID protocols [28], including grouping-proofs [29], and
can only be addressed by making certain that precise timing
mechanisms are used.
1 Full details are given in a paper on group coding pending for publication.
It is not cited here, so as not to not violate the double blinded review process.

E. Design criteria: specifications
Specification 1. The verifier is offline during the interrogation
(batch connectivity). Checking the integrity of a GoT when
the verifier has permanent connectivity with the reader, and
therefore with the tags, is straightforward. It is sufficient for
individual tags to get authenticated by the verifier, who can
then check simultaneous presence by using auxiliary data, e.g.,
an identifier of the GoT. Therefore in this paper, we focus on
offline solutions. In this case, the interactions of the verifier
are restricted to: i) broadcasting a challenge that is valid for
a (short) time span and, ii) checking responses from the tags
of GoT (via intermediate readers) and compiling evidence of
simultaneous presence.
Specification 2. A grouping-proof should be computed in a
balanced, distributed way. No tag will assume the role of
a “centralized” verifier. The tags of a group have similar
hardware capabilities and the computation load per tag for
generating a grouping-proof should be balanced.
Specification 3. Messages must include destination information (possibly private) to allow unicast/multicast communication. Although obvious, this is a common omission in many
protocols. This is particularly important for anonymity: each
message must contain information that allows tags to decide
if they are the intended recipient.
F. Design criteria: assumptions
Assumption 1. The tags of a GoT are not compromised. Consequently tags of GoT can share private information. This does
not mean that tags cannot be compromised; but if this happens
then it is not possible to generate evidence that will support
simultaneous presence in any meaningful way. Indeed if a tag
T of G is controlled by the adversary, then T can prevent
a grouping-proof from being generated by not participating
actively, and conversely force a grouping-proof to be generated
when it is not present via a proxy tag.
Assumption 2. Grouping-proofs apply to specific GoT: for a
subgroup or extensions a different, independent proof should
be sought. The tags of a GoT share the same private key: this
is restricted to a specific GoT.
Assumption 3. Simultaneity is defined by valid interrogation
intervals specified by the verifier. Grouping-proofs use session
numbers, counters or timestamps provided by the verifier.
RFID communication is a sequential process and interrogation simultaneity can only be captured by an “exposure-time
window”: events are considered as happening simultaneously
only if they take place within this window.
IV. A N A NONYMOUS G ROUP -S CANNING P ROTOCOL
Our grouping-proof is based on the design criteria in the
previous sections and provides anonymity. The tags do not
share any private information with the interrogating reader.
Requirements.
a) The verifier can check the integrity of a group of tags:
that the tags were scanned simultaneously (during the

same session defined by the activation time of the tags)
within a time window defined by a counter Ts .
b) The reader can also check the integrity of the group, but
does not share any private keys with the tags. The reader
is not trusted and should not be able to access or even
trace the tags beyond the lifetime of Ts .
c) During the lifetime of Ts , the reader can check if any
tag is missing and obtain the identifiers of missing tags,
but cannot generate a grouping-proof if tags are missing.
d) Tags can only generate random numbers and evaluate a
one-way hash function: h.
The security objectives are twofold: (i) the verifier (owner)
must be able to check the integrity of a group of shipped
items if no items are missing, while (ii) the reader (carrier)
must be able to recover the identifiers of missing tags if the
shipment is compromised.
Protocol description
The verifier V stores for each group G = {tag1 , . . . , tagng } of
ng
), where Ts
tags that it owns the tuple: (Ts , Kg , {Ki , IDi }i=1
is a counter value, Kg a group key, and Ki , IDi the private key
and identifier of tagi (Section III-C). Each tagi of G stores in
non-volatile memory: IDi , Kg , Ki , and a counter Tsi that is
initialized to the same value Ts for all tags of G. The reader
R initially does not share any information with the tags of G.
The protocol is initiated by the verifier V who sends to
the reader R a scanning request (Ts , Ts′ , Ks ), where Ts is a
fresh value of a counter, Ts′ = h(Ks , Ts ) is an authenticator
and Ks = h(Kg , Ts ) is the session key. The protocol has two
rounds—see Fig. 2.
Round 1. The reader R broadcasts to all tags in its range
Ts , Ts′ and sets a timer. Each tagi in the range of R, computes
Ks = h(Kg , Ts ), checks the integrity of Ts by checking
Ts′ = h(Ks , Ts ), and verifies that Ts > Tsi . If any of these
fail tagi returns random values (“∗” in Fig. 2). Otherwise, it
updates the counter to Ts , draws a pseudo-random number
ri and computes its authenticator ri′ = h(Ks , ri ). Then it
sends ri , ri′ to R and sets a timer. The received values ri are
used to identify (singulate) tags in this session. For every
received ri , the reader checks its integrity ri′ = h(Ks , ri ). If
this is correct, the value ri is stored as part of the group G.
Using these values, R computes a group session challenge
Rs = h(Ts , r1 , . . . , rng ) and its authenticator Rs′ = h(Ks , Rs ).
This round incorporates the randomness provided by the
verifier’s challenge Ts and the randomness provided by the
tags ri , which prevent replay attacks. The challenge Ts defines
the scanning period for the verifier, and the simultaneity by
defining the validity period of the nonces ri .
Round 2. On timeout, the reader R broadcasts Rs , Rs′ to all
tags in its range. Each tagi in the range of R that has not
timed out, checks that Rs′ = h(Ks , Rs ) and if so, computes:
Mi = h(Ks , ri , IDi ), h(Ks , Mi ) ⊕ IDi = Mi′ ⊕ IDi ,
Pi = h(Ki , ri , Rs ), Pi′ = h(Ks , Pi ),
sends (Mi , Mi′ ⊕ IDi , Pi , Pi′ ) to R and timeouts. The reader
R computes Mi′ = h(Ks , Mi ) and retrieves IDi . Then, it

Fig. 2. Flows of the anonymous grouping-proof of integrity with missing tag identification; tags with group key Kg belong to the collection G while those
with group key Kg∗ do not.

checks that Mi = h(Ks , ri , IDi ) and Pi′ = h(Ks , Pi ). If
these are correct, the reader verifies the integrity of the
group by using the codewords IDi . On timeout, if the list
of identifiers is complete, it compiles the grouping proof:
(Ts , r1 , . . . , rng , h(P1 , . . . , Png )) and sends this to the verifier.
If the list is not complete then the reader R uses RS decoding
to recover the missing tag identifiers and informs the verifier.
To validate the proof, the verifier V first uses Ts to get the
ng
) (one lookup). Then V computes
values (Kg , {Ki , IDi }i=1
Rs = h(Ts , r1 , . . . , rng ) using the values ri given in the proof
and the corresponding Pi = h(Ki , ri , Rs ). Finally V checks
that the value of h(P1 , ldots, Png ) in the proof is correct.
We shall assume that the keys Kg , Ki , Ks , the challenges
Ts , Rs and the random numbers ri , all have the same (bit)
length κ, which is the security parameter of the protocol.
This protocol has just two rounds and only requires tags
to be able to generate random numbers and compute a hash
function.
V. S ECURITY ANALYSIS
A. Privacy
An adversary that physically tracks a group G of tags can
determine which executions are linked to this group; this
cannot be prevented. Similarly an adversarial reader that is
authorized to inspect G can link the inspected tags. Unlinkability concerns the periods during which physical tracking or
authorized inspection is interrupted.
Formally, unlinkability is defined in terms of an indistinguishability experiment PrivKlink
A,Π (κ), involving a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A and a grouping-proof
Π. During the experiment A has access to simulated executi-

ons of Π, initialised with security parameter κ and random
secret keys, and can interact with executions as specified in
the threat model. Eventually A identifies two tags: tag 0 and
tag 1 and is challenged with two grouping-proof interrogations
int0 , int1 involving tag b0 and tag b1, respectively, b0 , b1 random bits. A outputs bit b, with b = 0 if A decides that the tags
are the same, and 1 otherwise. The output of the experiment
is 1 if the adversary guessed right and 0 otherwise.
Definition. A grouping-proof provides unlinkability if: ∀ PPT
1
A: Prob[PrivKlink
A,Π (κ) = 1] = 2 + neglible (κ is the security
parameter), where the probabilities are taken over the coin
tosses of A, the random bits and coins tosses used in the
simulation of Π.
Proof of unlinkability(sketch). Every tagi will update its
counter Tsi and draw a fresh pseudo-random number ri
after responding to the reader’s challenge. Consequently the
responses of tag b0 , tag b1 in interrogations int0 , int1 are
pseudorandom and cannot be distinguished with probability
better than 1/2 + negligible.
B. Informal discussion of common attacks
Replay attacks. The use of the counter value Ts by the reader
and the tags in the authenticators Ts′ and ri′ prevents replay
attacks: if an adversarial reader re-uses Ts , the tags that
received this earlier will have updated their counter and will
not respond. If a previous Ts was never sent to the tags, then
the tags will respond (only this time) and a proof will be
generated but this will not be accepted by the verifier (Ts is
not valid). Similarly a replayed response ri , ri′ for a previous
counter value Ts will not be valid.

Impersonation attacks on tags are prevented by using private
keys Ki . Impersonation attacks on a reader will not yield
a valid proof: only readers that have access to the onetime challenge (Ts , Ks ) of the verifier can interrogate the
GoT. The Pi (= h(Ki , ri , Rs )) from different sessions cannot
be used to compose a proof since it involves the session
nonces ri of the interrogated tags and the challenge of the
reader Rs (= h(Ts , r1 , . . . , rng )) that involves the time window
specified by the counter Ts . Note that all tags set timers in
Round 1 of the protocol, and will timeout if the challenge
Rs is not received within the time window specified by the
protocol.
De-synchronization attacks. If a protocol execution completes
successfully then all tags will share the same counter value.
No tag will accept a previously used Ts . Even if tags do not
share the same counter value (e.g., because of an interrupted
interrogation), there are no synchronization concerns.
C. An anonymous RFID grouping code
As observed in Section II several RFID grouping codes that
make it possible for an RFID reader to get the identifiers of
groups of tags, including those of missing tags (forward error
correction), have been proposed in the literature [15], [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. These codes do not address privacy
issues (anonymity, unlinkability). The protocol in Section IV
can easily be adapted to get an anonymous RFID grouping
code by: (i) replacing the last flow of tagi with: (ri , Mi , Mi′ ⊕
IDi ) (no Pi , Pi′ ); (ii) not having tagi compute Pi , Pi′ ; and
(iii) not having the reader check that Pi′ = h(Ks , Pi ) and
not computing the proof. Note that in the last flow of tagi ,
the identifier IDi is authenticated by Mi and encrypted by
XORing it with the pseudo-random number Mi′ .
VI. C ONCLUSION
Several RFID grouping-proofs have been proposed in the
literature. Many assume communication models, capabilities
and design principles that either are not properly defined or
are not practical. To the best of our knowledge, none of these
make provision for missing tag identification. In this paper
we address the group scanning problem in a strong adversarial setting. We define basic design criteria for anonymous
group scanning and present an anonymous grouping-proof of
integrity for groups G of RFID tagged objects that the verifier
(a trusted entity): (i) can check it, (ii) can give an untrusted
reader one-time access to the group G to recover missing
tag information. The grouping proof has only two passes and
provides strong anonymity. It resists replay, impersonation and
de-synchronization attacks.
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